
 
 

DEXTER
 

 Model No. 2058

DESIGN GINO CAROLLO

 DEXTER, formally sovereign with its sweeping contours, now is also available
with a sturdy steel frame for a weight load of maximum 150 kilograms. The frame with conical tapered legs is even more slender in its
appearance than its brother with the wooden frame. 
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steel W - D - H

coated black approx. in cm

with PVC glides (standard)

or felt glides

2058 chair 51 x 67 x 88.5

leather or/and fabric with drapery seat height 48.5

seat depth 47

2058-I chair 58.5 x 67 x 88.5

leather or/and fabric with drapery seat height 48.5

armrests no. 1 seat depth 47

fully upholstered height of armrests 66.5

Material requirements for COM: Ð¿¬¬»®² ¿³°´» ³«¬ ¾» °®±ª·¼»¼ ·² ¿¼ª¿²½» º±® »¨¿³·²¿¬·±²ò
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Chair 1.6 RM fabric (fabric width 1.4 m), 2.3 m² leather (max.1.2 mm thick)

Chair with armrests no. 1 1.9 RM fabric (fabric width 1.4 m), 3.2 m² leather (max.1.2 mm thick)

Upholstery seat shell

Coverings leather I Standard 17 colors

leather II Elmosoft 70 colors

fabric Heris 17 colors

fabric Newport 26 colors

fabric Capture 43 colors

fabric Charmelle Cloud 20 colors

Range of coverings:

completely covered with leather

completely covered with fabric

combination of leather and fabric (the higher price category will be charged)

Note: maximum weight 150 kg
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approx. in kg customers fabric fabric fabric fabric leather I leather II

 own material Heris Newport Capture Charmelle Standard Elmosoft

(COM) Cloud

 EU RO EU RO EU RO EU RO EU RO EU RO EU RO

8 1110 1025 1075 1075 1165 1110 1395

9 1430 1345 1410 1410 1515 1430 1750
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frame coated dark bronze, gold-colored or nickel-colored 55

frame lacquered to RAL 90

E-2058-01 PVC only inserts  (one-piece, exchangeable replacement PVC) 6

E-2058-02 PVC spare glides (two-piece, base piece + insert PVC) 12

E-2058-11 felt only inserts  (one-piece, exchangeable replacement felt) 6

E-2058-12 felt spare glides (two-piece, base piece + insert felt) 12
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